
agree or disagree TVs, newspapers, magazines, and other media pay too much attention 
to the personal lives of famous people such as public figures and 
celebrities. 

Surrounded by countless types of media, people are spending a considerable piece of 
their sweet life to absorbabsorbing  the information and programs coming from these media 
which are seemingly dedicated more to narrate some personal lives of some particular 
individuals. With by watching the mainstream audiences of all sorts of media around me 
struggling with these stories, doubtlessly, I go for the idea stated above.

Logically, there is a structural condition of our new capitalist world patronizing the 
idea. Although we have gained a lot through this attitude, the economy is writing our 
otherwise free life with its decisive power. Just consider the numerous magazines, mounted 
in front of stores;, rarely can you find a copypiece of a magazine which is not adorned with 
some hot figures of the society in on its front page. Stopping by a kiosk, looking into what the 
costumers carry on their hand, easily you become able to assess the sales volume of different 
types of magazines. This is not an enigma to be solved; supply and demand. They can be of 
any kind or any socio-economic status. They just bloom in favor of benefit. Unfortunately, 
this is the role that the majority of people are playing unknowingly, in the whole economic 
cycle of this simple fact, to fill the pockets of those who are riding this market. The last one 
led to us understanding another sad psychological fact in current characteristics of humanity; 
laziness and running from the comprehension of mankind which renders us attracted to some 
superficial quotes as similar as to gossips; the boring fifth husband of her, the story of their 
unbelievably divorce, the broken artificial nails of her on the scene because of a mysterious 
accident.

Experimentally, we can simply discern the world drowning by the massive presence of 
celebrities all over it. Only when you watch the world fairly, will you understand that the 
media is broadening its definition even to the walls of our town. Not only will you be imbibed 
with some daily broadcasted story of those recognized people by TVs or newspapers, but also 
you will not be abounded in a single moment of your loneliness in your own town. They will 
accompany your lifeyou into your bed, either a hot lovely girl advertising a meaningless 
unnecessary tool which have has changed her life as her white teeth spreading all over the 
frame telling us or an ostensibly ecstatic sophisticated man have has his hair carefully cut and 
oiled dreaming of a zesty future for our poor children and demanding our humorously 
precious vote.

In a nutshell, obviously, all sorts of media are over-focusing the story of some specific 
faces, following our new attitudes toward the world like that of the economic profit, and 
killing our precious time which could otherwise be spent on some more wisely elected 
material.


